Open Modules Bulletin

Since the publication of the open modules lists, there have been some changes to open modules. You can find the changes listed under the following categories:

1. Modules no longer available 2024/25
2. Changes to Module codes
3. Information regarding Open Modules from School of Religion, Theology & Peace Studies

Modules no longer available 2024/25

- GRU2200Y GERMAN LANGUAGE 2
- ITU11162 Blurring Boundaries. Margins and Identities in Contemporary Italian Culture
- ITU2215Y SF ADVANCED ITALIAN LANGUAGE
- ITU33222 Renaissance History and Politics: A Critical Reading of Machiavelli’s The Prince
- ITU22161 DANTE’S INFERNO
- ITU22181 “THAT’S AMORE!”: LOVE AND NATION IN THE ITALIAN RISORGIMENTO
- ITU3300Y ITALIAN LANGUAGE 3
- ITU33061 ITALIAN LANGUAGE 3
- ITU33062 ITALIAN LANGUAGE 3
- LAU33352 HOUSING LAW AND RIGHTS IN CONTEXT
- SSU22042 EUROPEAN REFUGEE POLICY
- SSU22142 CITIZENS’ PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH AND POLICY
- SSU33021 POLICY ISSUES IN HUMAN SERVICES

Changes to module codes

- NMU33213 Global History of Iran is now NMU33021

Information regarding Open Modules from School of Religion, Theology and Peace Studies

Module information regarding the open modules available in the School of Religion, Theology and Peace Studies can be found here